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inside! Children often like to ask questions that their parents
can't always answer. In this book, we chose the most interesting
questions, related to natural phenomena, and whimsically
answered them in the form of a fairy tale. Fairy tales remain in
childrens' memories for a long time, and the knowledge
obtained through imagination will last in their minds. This book
will encourage childrens' curiosity about many things, and will
allow your children to develop their imagination and
understanding of the world around them. Due to the quiet and
smooth narrative, this book will be useful for reading in bed as
a beautiful adventure story. Magnificent illustrations, made by
an excellent artist (especially in the printed version of the book)
will captivate your children. Children often don't want to go to
bed, sometimes because they're afraid of the dark. This story
will show them that they can experience wonderful adventures
in their sleep. If you're interested in this book, please, leave
your comments, or ask questions, and we'll try to answer them
in a way that your children can understand. This book is a
perfect gift for special occasions as well. Buy our books, and
bond with your child!
Astronomy-loving Calliope June has Tourette syndrome, so she
sometimes makes faces or noises that she doesn't mean to make.
When she and her mother move yet again, she tries to hide her
TS. But it isn't long before the kids at her new school realize
she's different. Only Calliope's neighbor, who is also the
popular student body president, sees her as she truly is--an
interesting person and a good friend. But is he brave enough to
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take their friendship public? As Calliope navigates school, she

must also face her mother's new relationship and the fact that
they might be moving--again--just as she starts to make friends
and finally accept her differences. Ellie Terry's affecting debut
will speak to a wide audience about being true to oneself.
Another fun-filled adventure finds Ellie the Elephant & her
friend Pudgy the Penguin visiting a local farm in order to learn
how & where food is grown. The 5th book in the Ellie the
Elephant series, Ellie's Fun Day at the Farm highlights more
adventures encouraging children to explore & understand the
world around them, making friends as they go!
You're never too old to run away from home Ellie Dwyer, 61, is
convinced bad luck comes in threes, and not just gardenvariety, oh-well bad luck. How many people have to flee not
one, but two natural disasters? And in between the wildfire and
the hurricane, her husband of nearly forty years suddenly up
and left her for no reason she could fathom, disappearing from
her life without a clue to his whereabouts. Determined to
reinvent her life, Ellie sets out on a journey across the country.
Along the way to nowhere in particular, she buys a camper,
becomes friends with a remarkable octogenarian, and starts to
believe that good luck might also come in threes. Or does it?
That depends on how she defines good luck.
Kid Safety on Peanut Allergies
The Legendary Dummy Fairy
The amazing adventures and insights of a young medium
Bedtime Story, Books for Kids Who Don't Want to Go to Bed,
Dream Adventures, Picture Books, Preschool Book, Ages 3-8,
Baby Books, Kids, Picture Books,
Ellie Dwyer's Great Escape
The Amazing Adventures of Ellie the Elephant Is your child a bully, a victim or a bystander? There is big
trouble at school, and Ellie Elephant knows there is only one
friend who can help bring peace: Splunkey. After she says
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her name aloud and blinks three times, Splunkey magically
appears and is ready to help! Big Bully Holly Howler is a new
student who shoves kids to be first in the lunch line and
snatches things from other studentsall without the teachers
knowledge. It seems there is nothing anyone can do to stop
Hollyuntil Splunkey encourages Ellie and her best friend, Eli,
to look at Holly in an entirely new way. In this delightful
childrens tale, youngsters learn creative ways to cope with
bullies through help from a peace-loving detective. What an
evocative, sensitive and creative story This book is needed
in every library, classroom and home The authors marvelous
imagination and originality in illustrating and writing teach
all of us the answer to the questionbully, victim or
bystander? Joan Franklin Smutny, Director, The Center for
GiftedMidwest Torrance Center for Creativity, Glenview,
Illinois
"Look out, Junie B. Jones! Ellie the engineer is thinking,
making, creating, and showing enthusiasm and brilliance
with her creations!" -School Library Connection A charming,
hilarious illustrated middle grade about a girl who is an
engineer--no, not the kind on a train, the kind that builds
things! Perfect creative, STEM-powered fun for girls who
have interests in how things work. Ellie is an engineer. With
a tool belt strapped over her favorite skirt (who says you
can't wear a dress and have two kinds of screwdrivers
handy, just in case?), she invents and builds amazing
creations in her backyard workshop. Together with her best
friend Kit, Ellie can make anything. As Kit's birthday nears,
Ellie doesn't know what gift to make until the girls overhear
Kit's mom talking about her present--the dog Kit always
wanted! Ellie plans to make an amazing doghouse, but her
plans grow so elaborate that she has to enlist help from the
neighbor boys and crafty girls, even though the two groups
don't get along. Will Ellie be able to pull off her biggest
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project yet, all while keeping a secret from Kit? Illustrated
with Ellie's sketches and plans, and including backmatter
with a fun how-to guide to tools, this is a STEM- and
friendship-powered story full of fun!
The Adventures of Rhonda Raccoon is a wonderful book
about Rhonda, a curious raccoon who wants to learn
everything she can about the world. Everywhere she goes
she makes new friends and loves to explore the forest with
Nathan the fawn, Speedy the squirrel, and Vanessa and
Melanie the bear cubs. Rhonda is fearless and goes to the
city by herself and meets new friends there. Once back in
the forest her friend Old Oak is hurt and she needs a miracle
to help him, Rhonda asks for help and meets the Fairies and
Unicorns who come to the rescue. You will read and reread
this book. Enjoy this magical adventure!
Ellie Pengelly is fed up and bored... until she gets a pair of
FANTABULOUS new wellies!When Ellie goes out to explore
in her new wellies she jumps into a puddle but before she
knows it something jumps out! When the strange FlibbertyGibberty starts juggling with jam, guzzling and gobbling
food, and squeezling toothpaste he makes quite a mess! Will
Ellie manage to clean it all up before mum gets home?The
author and illustrator pair behind The Mouse Who Sailed the
Seas team up again in this rollicking, rhyming story with the
anarchic energy of Dr Seuss that children will love!A new
paperback edition of an Egmont favourite.
The Adventures of Rhonda Raccoon
A World Adventurers for Kids Book (#2)
Ellie the Elephant (Photo Version)
Ellie
Society's Foundlings
The Long-Lost Secret Diary of the World's Worst Knight
Ellie the Elephant and Pudgy the Penguin are back for a funfilled adventure as they go camping and enjoy the great
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outdoors. As they hike, discover waterfalls, and find stars in
the night sky, they learn about the beauty of nature and how
important it is to protect it. It is a great campfire adventure
story for the whole family!
In this fifth installment of Sergei Sukhinov's monumental
"Emerald City" saga, Agnet, lovely but treacherous lady-inwaiting to Stella (Baum's Glinda), steals the Golden Cap
which commands the services of the Winged Monkeys, and
when the three sorceresses assemble for a war conference,
Agnet has the Monkeys carry them off to the City of Wraiths,
so that she herself can take over the throne of Rose Land.
How will the hapless sorceresses ever get out of this
dilemma? The answer lies in this thriller.
There are some very important rules at the zoo where Ellie the
Elephant lives. One of these warns visitors not to feed the
elephants peanuts. Ellie is safe as long as everyone follows
the rules and keeps the zoo a peanut-free zone. One little girl,
however, doesn't understand why it's so important to keep
peanuts away from Ellie. Suzie decides to feed peanuts to
Ellie and all the other elephants. Ellie enjoys eating such a
delicious snack but soon realizes the terrible consequences of
her actions. Ellie is allergic to peanuts! After eating them, she
gets an itchy rash that begins to spread. Ellie is scared. Her
tongue and trunk are swollen, and she has a strange pain in
her stomach. It will take the wisdom of Ellie's mom and the
vet's magic pen to stop Ellie from getting worse! This fun
coloring book invites kids along on Ellie's adventure. As they
add color to her zoo, they will learn all about the dangers of
allergic reactions and what to do if they experience the same
symptoms! Parents can use this book to launch a discussion
with their children about being mindful of their classmates'
allergies and other health concerns.
Enter a magical world full of friendship and fun!It's time for
best friends Ellie, Summer, and Jasmine to return to the
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Secret Kingdom and head to the frosty slopes of Magic
Mountain! Can they find Queen Malice's fifth enchanted
thunderbolt and stop the brownies from turning into icicles?
A Romantic Comedy
Ellie, Engineer
The Adventures of Annie and Ellie-Belly
No More Peanuts for Ellie the Elephant
Ellie's Magic Wellies
Michael Chabon Presents....The Amazing Adventures of the
Escapist

On the Way to BrightLand Is the first
book in a series of stories that follow
Ellie and Pumpkin’s Adventures to and
from their home in BrightLand to the
Land-Where-the-Children-Live where
they visit Sam and Rosie every year. In
Book One, you will go on a treasure hunt,
help Ellie and Pumpkin solve a mystery,
and meet some of their friends: the frogs
who live in the pond by the waterfall, the
ponies who live in the apple orchard,
Ruby and Gemma who live in the
mountains, and Roger-the-Squirrel and
Bonnie Bluebird. Ellie loves to have fun
and play games and he is always ready
to help his friends. Soon you will think of
Ellie as your friend too!
Life's hard and it doesn't get any easier.
That's something you don't have to tell
Clem, Carver, Sampson, and Math. As
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they struggle with growing up, they also
struggle with feeling abandoned, not
only by the society around them but also
by each other. Will they find their way
back to one another?
This is a story about a girl, born at the
beginning of the 20th century. She
grows up in a small river town in upstate
New York. One day the mysterious
Charles Varnay, an eccentric who
dresses in the style of an 18th century
dandy, comes to town, his sole
companion a remarkably intelligent dog
named Rousseau. Varnay wants to star
Katherine in a movie serial he plans to
make, called The Goddess of
Enlightenment. Katherine is rather put
off when she discovers that he expects
her to appear nude in this film. But even
more strange is the film’s subject
matter: It has to do with seven metal
urns that Varnay claims are actual
recordings of the voice of Jesus Christ
which, he says, contain an urgent
message that the modern world needs to
hear!
Princess Ellie cant wait to visit her
friend, Prince John, in his mountain
palace. Shes never ridden a pony in the
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snow before. As a light snowfall becomes
a heavy blizzard, Ellie learns that the
snow isnt all fun and games.
Illustrations.
The True Story of Two Friends on the
Appalachian Trail
Ellie's Fun Day at the Farm
Ellie Makes a New Friend!
Eternally Youthful Stella
The Ellie McDoodle Diaries: Ellie for
President
Ellie's Long Walk
Meet Roderick—a scrawny, unremarkable
teenager keeping a diary of his life in
the Middle Ages. When he’s chosen to
become a knight on a quest to find a
holy relic (the fingers of St.
Stephen), Roderick is determined to
prove his honor and graduate from zero
to hero.
A young elephant named Ellie living in
Thailand dreams of joining the elephant
polo team and playing in the Elephant
Cup polo tournament, but her parents
want her to work in the rice fields.
Will she realize her dream of playing
elephant polo? Book two in the World
Adventurers for Kids Series, “Ellie the
Elephant” is an illustrated picture
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book that encourages children to follow
their dreams. Inspired by the author’s
adventures in Thailand and real
elephant polo matches, the story
features Ellie the Elephant and her
family, Monk the Monkey, and human boys
Wasan and Wattana. Fun for kids and
adults alike, the story will introduce
them to the amazing game of elephant
polo and inspire children to dream big.
Amish teenager Reuben Weaver wants to
do the right thing; it’s just that when
he and his friends are together, the
temptation to follow their mischievous
schemes and try to prove himself can be
strong. Reuben, the great-greatgrandson of Ellie Maust, whom readers
came to love in book 1 of Ellie’s
People, treasures his Amish way of life
and tries to use good sense, but he
tests his parents’ patience with fights
in the schoolyard and dares involving
stilts and barbed wire. When Reuben
gets his dream horse, Princess, he is
the envy of all his friends. When
Reuben agrees to a dare to prove how
fast his horse can run, tragedy erupts.
Pride may go before a fall, but can any
good happen when you pick yourself up?
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Book 4 of the Ellie’s People: An Amish
Family Saga series. Ages 10 and up. The
ten books of the Ellie’s People series,
beloved classics among young and old
readers in Amish and Mennonite
communities, are now available for
today’s reader. Author Mary Christner
Borntrager grew up Amish and based her
novels on events in her Amish
childhood. Fans of Laura Ingalls
Wilder’s Little House on the Prairie
series will love learning to know
spunky Ellie and her friends and
family. What’s new in the Ellie’s
People series: Pennsylvania Dutch
glossary at the end of each book A
sample chapter from the next book in
the series Language and examples
updated for today’s readers
Every week Lucas' mum visits Great
Grandpop at the nursing home. And every
week Lucas waits for her outside.
Waiting is boring! Until Lucas meets
Jack. Jack is tricky and Jack is fun,
and he is a great storyteller. Lucas &
Jack is a great book for introducing
young children to the idea that old
people can be fun and that deep down we
have more in common than we think. More
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importantly Lucas & Jack encourages

children to ask questions, be curious,
imaginative and empathetic.
Ellie Makes a Friend
I Temporarily Do
Lucas and Jack
Ellie Bean the Drama Queen
Ellie Goes Back to School
Secret Kingdom #6: Glitter Beach
This volume of Michael Chabon Presents
the Amazing Adventures of the Escapist
collects issues five and six of the
popular, Eisner and Harvey Award
winning quarterly series, and features
the late Will Eisner's final return to
the Spirit, in a crossover tale with
the Escapist! Also in this volume is
the comics writing debut of awardwinning author and Guggenheim fellow
Chris Offutt, illustrated by Thomas
Yeates. Dan Best and Eddie Campbell
contribute a fully painted story from
the 1939 World's Fair in Empire City,
and 2004 Russ Manning Award winner Eric
Wight brings a polemic story from
writer Jason Hall to life. Among the
other notable contributors are Howard
Chaykin, Paul Grist, Shawn
Martinbrough, David Hahn, Roy Thomas,
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Matt Wagner, and indie stalwarts
Jeffrey Brown and Jason! • 2005 Eisner
Award-winner: Best Anthology • 2005
Harvey Award-winner: Best Anthology and
Best New Series!
The true story of Ellie, a formerly
abandoned puppy, and her new owner who
hike the 2,000 Appalachian Trail and
ford rivers, scale rugged cliffs, and
survive howling storms. It is a
charming story of friendship and
teamwork that teaches lessons about
courage, determination, trust, and
love.
The Adventures of Ellie are about big
moments in a child's life...if that
child was a cat. Ellie enjoys living
with his dad, but worries that all
their fun will come to an end when his
dad proposes to his girlfriend. Follow
Ellie on his fist adventure in My New
Mom
When Hannah gets her own pony, she
hopes it will signal the beginning of
her being successful at something –
because until then, she has been pretty
much hopeless at just about everything.
The Flying Dinosaur in Ellie's Dreams
My New Mom
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Ellie Sleeps Under the Stars
The Amazing Adventures of Ellie the
Elephant - Ellie's First Plane Ride
Reuben
Sally the Seal and Ellie the Eel
Ellie Bean's "dramatic" behaviors--including
her sensitivity to noise and displeasure over
simple activities--lead her mother to bring
Ellie to a specialist, who determines Ellie
has sensory issues and teaches her family how
to care for them.
Mom's Choice Gold Award Winner! A beautiful
blend of real life and make-believe, The
Amazing Adventures of Ellie the Elephant
series recounts the everyday life of a
stuffed animal. The debut book, Ellie Makes a
New Friend, follows the plush elephant as she
moves to a new neighborhood and has to find a
new playmate. Written and photographed by
mother Marci Fair and her ten-year-old
daughter Elle Fair, the story is uniquely
illustrated with delightful photos of the
little elephant's journeys through the
neighborhood as she tries to settle into her
new home. Children will love seeing a toy
living in a real-world setting, and parents
and teachers will appreciate Ellie's positive
and creative approach to finding answers to
her problems. Fun, playful, and packed with
imagination, you won't want to miss the
upcoming adventures of Ellie-and her new
friend!
Sticky drinking glasses full of stolen sugar.
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Blackberries plunking into tin buckets. A
disastrous recipe to cure freckles. While
their family follows work from country
tobacco fields to city mills, Annie and Ellie
chase adventure and always find mischief.
Even as their family struggles through the
Great Depression, these two young sisters
show us that imagination, spunk, and a little
faith will guide us through any trouble we
may find.
When Ellie McDoodle starts a school
newspaper, she gets the scoop on the upcoming
class officer elections. Ellie's friends and
family convince her to run for president, so
she starts a campaign (with lots of creative
posters and props, of course). But when the
competition gets tough, Ellie is nervous
about running against her classmates and her
new crush. With a paper-over-board format
that's right in line with mega-selling diary
series, Barshaw's personality-filled art is
perfect for kids looking for their next diary
fix. Readers will want to vote for Ellie as
they follow the relatable emotions
surrounding the class elections and Ellie's
first crush.
Ellie's First Plane Ride
Forget Me Not
Case Two: Big Bully Holly Howler
The Amazing Adventures of Superpony!
The Amazing, Enlightening and Absolutely True
Adventures of Katherine Whaley
Secret Kingdom #5: Magic Mountain
The zoo is closing! Ellie and her friends
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want to save their home, but Ellie's just a
baby elephant, and she doesn't know what she
can do to help. While the other animals are
busy working, Ellie finds a brush and some
paints, and gives the zoo a big splash of
color! Will her bright new talent be enough
to keep the zoo's gates open for good? Follow
along with word-for-word narration to find
out!
A great story about Sally the Seal who lives
in a stream. When she swims out to sea, she
meets Ellie the eel and she cooks her a
lovely meal. On her way back she meets Dean
the donkey and Stan the sheep, and they go on
a few adventures. The story introduces the
long vowel sound 'e' and the alternative ways
to spell this sound. It ensures your new
reader can apply their new knowledge
immediately. It includes several fun and
engaging activities for your new reader to
complete in order to check and reinforce
their learning. This is the second book in
the PLUS level series 2 of 'Sounds make Words
make Stories'. The learning that takes place
in this book builds upon the learning from
Series 1. This is a structured reading
program that introduces sound groups in a
systematic and uncluttered way. It builds
confidence and capability in your new reader
by only focusing on new sounds together with
those already learned. This program has had
success with young readers, stubborn readers,
readers with learning difficulties and
readers with English as a second language. It
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has been proven to be an excellent
educational tool within schools as well as
for home learning. The program contains selfreader books as well as read-aloud story
books that complement the reader's journey.
They contain fun characters who have
interesting adventures and teach a moral
value. The read-aloud story linked with this
self-reader is 'Dale the Friendly Whale'.
More zoo adventures with Ellie the artistic
elephant and her animal friends!
Primary school was never the best of places
for Eileen Proctor until one September
morning everything began to change as she
interpreted her previous nights dream. On a
camping trip to Norfolk Eileen heroically
tries to save her gypsy friend Sammy and
inadvertently uncovers a gang of dangerous
criminals. Sensitively sharing the tools for
spiritual growth with her teammates they are
met with endless riddles to solve as they
work together in an effort to win the ‘Team
Challenge’. Eileen’s friends are fascinated
by her consistent message of the
interconnectedness of all things and the
promise of a coming shift towards a better
world. Can Eileen save her friend Sammy and
help her teammates crack the ‘Team
Challenge’? A fascinating, dramatic and
thought provoking adventure story which might
just change your view of this amazing world
we live in!
Ellie Dwyer's Big Mistake
Sounds Make Words Make Stories, Plus Level,
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Series 2
The Amazing Adventures of Ellie the Elephant
Princess Ellie's Snowy Ride
The Prophecies of Eileen Proctor
Book I Winter Turns to Spring on the Way to
Brightland
Enter a magical world full of friendship and fun! It's the
most magical time of year, and all of the fairies are at
Glitter Beach to watch the kingdom's magic being restored
for another year. But mean Queen Malice is also nearby....
Can Ellie, Summer, and Jasmine find and destroy her final
nasty thunderbolt in time to save the glitter dust and keep
the kingdom's magic alive?
Always on the lookout for a new adventure, Ellie the
Elephant can hardly believe her good fortune when she gets
to go on her first plane ride and visit her faraway relatives.
The only thing that could make this trip better is sharing it
with a friend, so Ellie invites Pudgy the Penguin to join her.
The newest book in The Amazing Adventures of Ellie the
Elephant series, Ellie's First Plane Ride follows the two plush
toys as they navigate the airport, experience flight for the
first time, revel in hotel luxury, and face the daunting task
of finding their way through a massive zoo in search of
Ellie's real-life elephant relatives. Illustrated by delightful
photographs of the plush pair, the story introduces children
to an exotic array of animals and teaches them how to
creatively solve problems. This ingenious blend of reality
and imagination inspires kids to look at their everyday lives
with fresh eyes while helping parents and teachers discover
new ways to approach education. Don't miss the latest dayin-the-life of Ellie the Elephant!
Once the cat's out of the bag, there's no telling what may
happen next. Ellie Dwyer, 63, embraces her new lifestyle living full-time out of her tiny camper and sharing outdoor
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adventures with her energetic 82-year-old friend, Ruth. But
Ellie's idyllic world is interrupted when she is contacted by a
woman who knows her oldest and best-kept secret. Viewing
her past in a different light, Ellie undergoes an uplifting
change of heart. Will her relationship with her new
acquaintance bring them a fairytale ending, or is that too
much to hope for?
Ellie the Elephant is about to fly on a plane and meet her
distant relatives-two first-time adventures rolled into one!
To top it off her new best friend Pudgy the Penguin is
coming too. The second book in The Amazing Adventures of
Ellie the Elephant series, Ellie's First Plane Ride inspires
children to approach life with creativity and courage.
Ellie's Adventures with Pumpkin
A Read-Along
Ellie's Best Beach Vacation Ever

An epic prequel to Ellie and Jack's other
amazing adventures.
The third installment of an awardwinning children's series, The Amazing
Adventures of Ellie the Elephant: Ellie
Goes to School follows the charming
plush toy and her best friend, Pudgy the
Penguin, as they brave their latest
exploratory journey--elementary school.
Having recently moved, Ellie is worried
about her first day at a new school. But,
encouraged by the presence of her
trusted penguin sidekick, the little
elephant decides to view the next few
hours as just another buddy adventure
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packed with exciting surprises.
Throughout the day, Ellie and Pudgy
meet the classroom pets, take a trip to
the library, discover interesting
instruments in music class, and so much
more. They even learn a valuable lesson
about friendship when they encounter a
lonely student at recess. By the end of
the day, the two best friends can't wait to
return to school the next morning Filled
with delightful, real-life pictures of the
plush elephant and penguin duo, Ellie
Goes Back to School helps kids see that
school is a safe place and learning is a
fun adventure. Don't miss the first two
installments: Ellie Makes a New Friend
and Ellie's First Plane Ride.
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